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Submission content: Submission of objection for the Development of
south western sydney We have the 3 basic necessities in life to
survive. AIR. We breath it, the south west is the hub for all of Sydney’s
air pollution, it travels down from the Sydney Basin, & arrives in the
South West, this fact has been recognised, in many reports. Yet in the
Greater Sydney commission report, it is not addressed to its full extent,
& in fact ignored. We have 3 active coal mines 2 in Appin, and 1 at
Douglas Park. Westcliffe mine, whilst it is no longer producing coal, it is
a coal washery facility, with huge man mountains of coal wash. The
particle matter from this blows all over the catchment & the town of
Appin, these mountains are visible from some 20 kilometres away. We
have 1 facility for coal seam gas, tucked away, within a very close
proximity to Campbelltown, close to those & dotted throughout the
areas of Menangle & Camden, we have many coal seam gas wells, we
have fracking of both the Georges & Nepean Rivers, with active
Methane Gas still bubbling from the earth. Dotted throughout the
catchment are many Methane gas air outlets. We also have many
ventilations air shafts. In Appin the blue smoke that comes from the
coal gas turbines is visible of a night time. We have active earth
quakes documented, in these areas, & yes related to coal mining. Why
the air pollution was was monitors removed in this area. WATER. We



need it to survive. Throughout this area we have 5 catchment dams,
which supply drinking water to Sydney. Cataract, Cordeaux, Avon,
Nepean & Warragamba. Appin has one of the largest filtration plants in
the Southern Hampshire, we have the upper canal, gravity fed all the
way from Appin to prospect resivor, and it is still in operation for over a
century, and it & the catchment area were constructed with a vision &
foresight. Yet twice now I have heard the South West commissioner
state, the Upper canal would make a nice Bicycle track running along
its length, with nice green areas, I was very surprised by this as the
upper Canal is patrolled by security guards since the threat of the
terrorism came to this country. Long wall mining is responsible for
damage to the canal. We have the Nepean & Georges River, both
starting in the area of Appin. Yet both rivers have cracked river bed
because of mining, the Nepean River has warnings, at Menangle
Bridge for people not to swim there anymore because it’s too polluted.
Why has the cataract river dried up? The very fact that the drinking
water for Sydney, starts on Sydney South West sends alarm bells. The
coal washery facility & development in & around Appin is already
having an impact on both of these 2 river systems. Two questions I ask
myself, why was the Sydney catchment authority disbanded. Why was
the pollution monitors for a vast stretch of the Nepean River removed.
FOOD. Without it we will die. The area of the Macarthur is known for it
rich agriculture farm land, since the Cowpastures were recognised for
this during colonisation, the area is steeped in farming History. Most of
the Cowpastures were rich & yielded high food production that was
until Developers arrive in the area. Already 2 major properties have
been earmarked by developers those been Morrisons Dairy & Mt.
Gilead. Morrison’s dairy used to produce vast amounts of milk within
close to the Sydney food bowl that has now ceased as Developers own
it all. Mt. Gilead has over 1000 head of prime beef cattle, and yet again
another Developer has this property earmarked for mass urbanisation.
The vast area of prime agriculture land between Campbelltown &
Wilton is owned by multinational Developers, except for maybe 1 or 2
very small pockets still owned by the private sector. Many studies have



been done, with damming evidence that unless protect and renew what
little agricultural land is left close to Sydney’s food bowl, we will face
catastrophic disaster. This huge track of land has huge potential to
help sustain Sydney’s food bowl, and within very close proximity to
already established urban areas. May I suggest that a visit to the small
Isle of Tasmania, it will enlighten people that with the help of the
Government it is sustainable and done with huge PRIDE, one of the
things that is slowly been eroded on mainland Australia. IN CLOSING I
WILL ASK, PLEASE CONSIDER WHAT LEGACY WE WILL BE
LEAVING FOR OUR CHILDREN, GRANDCHILDREN AND FURURE
GENERATIONS. IS BIG AUSTRALIA GOING TO WORK? THE
ANSWER IS NO I would also like to add that I am disgusted with

 & the way the Greater Sydney Commission operates,
on many levels. Kind regards Sue Gay
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